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Memories can be triggered and experienced in a

variety of ways.  A particular touch, a sound, an

odor, a taste, a picture, a story or intense emotions

can awaken long forgotten feelings.  When this

occurs, moods and feelings become even more

intense and may not appear to fit with what is

happening at the moment.  I recently bought a

condo in Florida.  While visiting and getting

acquainted with a new neighbor,  a favorite piece

of music my wife and I shared came on the radio.

I began to shed tears and felt some need to

explain my tears.  When things like this happen,

grievers often feel out of control and at the mercy

of their emotions.  Some people say that it feels

like they’re going crazy when this happens.

Don’t worry about whether your thoughts and

feelings are appropriate; good or bad, feelings

just are. They are windows to the soul through

which greater self-awareness and self-

expression can be achieved.  To shun them or

deny them keeps you from the path that leads

to healing and growth.

Our society is so uninformed about the grieving

(mourning) process and its essential nature that

many people do not know the needs of mourners.

Some people actually discourage behaviors and

activities essential to grieving and healing.

Your grief is your own.  Don’t let anyone take it

from you.  Express it!  Share it!  No matter the

demands and circumstances of your life, take

time to mourn.  It is you that is broken. Let

your emotions find expression through tears,

talk, physical activity and writing in your

journal.  Take time to heal!

Research reported by Dr. Glen Davidson in

Understanding Mourning reveals that most

people need at least two years to develop a

normal lifestyle after a major loss.  Failure to

acknowledge and express your feelings inhibits

the grieving process and can exert a powerful

negative influence on all areas of your life,

putting you at much greater risk of illness

or injury.

In every way that you experience
the world, a memory will be
created.  Thus, memories and
feelings can be triggered by:

• Thoughts

• Touch

• Taste

• Feelings

• Sight

• Sounds

• Smell

• Movement

“He smoked a pipe.  He

smoked a vanilla tobacco.

Sometimes I smell a pipe

and…”

Feeling is Healing
Let your emotions find expression through tears, talk,
physical activity and writing in your journal.

Part of healing is getting in touch with and

understanding the many mixed and confusing

feelings and attitudes you are experiencing.

Grief is very personal. Every part of us is

touched and changed as we love and share.

Life is a never ending series of experiences;

experiences, stored as thoughts, feelings,

visual images, sounds, smell, taste and the

sense of touch. They are always with us and

they can always be reawakened. It is no

wonder that when someone you love very much

dies and your world crumbles around you, that

you experience feelings you would never have

imagined possible. Painful experiences from

the past can magnify our pain and fears with-

out our even knowing it. The flood of emotions

that occurs does not just concern the present,

but the past as well as the future.


